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Exact traveling wave profiles are here obtained for a general reaction-diffusion-
convection equation, a two-phase flow equation, a generalized Harry]Dym equa-
 .tion, a generalized Korteweg]de Vries KdV equation, a modified mKdV equa-
tion, a branching network model equation, a Nagumo equation, and a third-order
equation of fluid mechanics. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Traveling waves are of interest in many fields of science and technology;
 .we here present exact traveling wave profiles TWPs for some second- and
third-order nonlinear autonomous partial differential equations occurring
in applications.
The nonlinear partial differential equations are in one spatial and one
 .temporal dimension for functions U x, t ; the TWPs satisfy ordinary non-
 .  .linear differential equations for U x, t ' u z , where z s x y st, and s is
the wave speed. Primes will denote differentiation with respect to z, and
A, B, C, and D are constants of integration.
2. A REACTION-DIFFUSION-CONVECTION EQUATION
A general reaction-diffusion-convection equation
U s F U q G U q f U 1 .  .  .  .xt x
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w xis considered in 2 for certain functions F, G, and f , to model problems in
population dynamics, or transport through porous materials. The TWP for
 .1 satisfies the equation
dF d2F dG2u0 q u9 q u9 q s q f u s 0. .  .2  5du dudu
For the coefficient functions we assume the somewhat general forms
G s aun q bu, F s cun q mu, f s hun q ku,
 2 .where n n y 1 / 0, and a, b, c, h, k, and m are any parameters to obtain
the equation
2ny1 ny2 ny1 4  4cnu q m u0 q cn n y 1 u u9 q anu q b q s u9 .  .
q hun q ku s 0. 2 .
For a wave speed given by
n q 1 .
s s hm q ckn y b , 3 .  .
an
 .we obtain the exact solution of 2 for two cases for which some of the
parameters are inter-related, as follows:
Case 1. For the parameters satisfying the identity
22kmna s hm q ckn , hm / "ckn, 4 .  .
we introduce a variable w by means of the substitution
cn m b q s
1ynw s q u9 q u , 5 . 5n  5u u n q 1
 .  .and obtain from 2 ] 5 the first-order equation
du b q s
2 ny2 ny1n w q aw q ch u q wu y s 0, 6 .  .
dw n q 1
which is a linear equation for uny1 as a function of w. Defining W and V
by
an an
W s nw q q r , V s W y 2 r s nw q y r ,
2 2
where




WV s n2 w2 q aw q ch , .
setting
H s Wn V s ,
where
n y 1 a 1 1 1 .
n s y y , s s yn y y 1,
4 r 2n 2 n
 .and integrating 6 , we obtain the solution
Wnq1V sq1uny1 s E H dw q C ' I ,H
where
n n y 1 .
E s b q s , .
n q 1
which yields
n q 1 s q 1 1
b g du s W V I , b s , g s , d s . 7 .
1 y n 1 y n n y 1
 .  .From 5 and 7 we obtain
uS
u9 s , 8 .
n n y 1 T .
where
S s n n y 1 w y EWnq1V sq1Iy1 , .
T s cn q mWnq1V sq1Iy1 .
 .  .Since 7 and 8 express u and u9 as functions of w, we integrate them
parametrically to ultimately obtain
mn cn W
y1z s log I q log q A. 9 .
E 2 r V
 .Depending on the values of the parameters, the integral I w can be
evaluated in terms of a large variety of elementary functions, so that the
 .  .TWPs, given by 7 and 9 in terms of w as a parameter, are determined
in closed form.
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Case 2. For the parameters satisfying the identity
22na s ch n q 1 , .
we introduce a variable ¨ by means of the substitution
n q 1 u¨ y anun .
u9 s , 10 .ny1n q 1 cnu q m .  .
and define P and Q by means of
b q s b q s
P s ¨ q q r , Q s P y 2 r s ¨ q y r ,
2 2
1r22b q s hm y ckn .
r s y km s / 0,1r2 54 2 chn .
so that
PQ s ¨ 2 q b q s ¨ q km. .
Setting
1 y n n q 1 .  .
p qR s P Q , p s b q s y , q s yp y n y 1, .
4r 2
then, by a procedure similar to that of Case 1, we obtain
p q 1 q q 1 1
b g du s P Q K , b s , g s , d s , 11 .
n y 1 n y 1 1 y n
where
1 y n .
K s M R d¨ q C , M s an.H 1 q n
 .  .Integrating 10 and 11 parametrically, we ultimately obtain
m P cn
y1z s log q log K q A , 12 .
2 r Q M
 .  .and a large variety of TWPs, given by 11 and 12 . Depending on the
 .parameters, these are determined by evaluating the integral K ¨ , also in
terms of elementary functions.
In cases 1 and 2, the restrictions that r and r, respectively, be real and
non-zero are unnecessary, but the solutions are more complicated.
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3. A TWO-PHASE FLOW EQUATION
w xA model equation for investigating two-phase flow 7 is given by
U y 2 a NUU q rU q n c c U q a c c UU q c U s 0, .t 1 x x x x 1 2 x x 1 2 3 x 2 t xx
where a , c , c , c , n , r, N are positive parameters and we have changed1 1 2 3
.the notation . The TWP satisfies
ru- q n c c u0 q a c c uu9 9 y sc u0 y 2 a Nuu9 y su9 s 0. .1 2 1 2 3 2 1
Integration yields
u0 q a q bu u9 y cu2 y hu y A s 0, 13 .  .
where
ar s n c c y s , br s n a c c , cr s a N , hr s s. .2 1 1 2 3 1
For the wave speed determined by
2c bh
a q s ,
b 2c
 .we rewrite 13 in the form
2c 2c b
2exp y z u0 y u9 q 2cu q h u9 y cu q hu q A s 0, .  . /b b 2c
or
d 2c b 2c
2exp y z u9 q exp y z cu q hu q A s 0, . /  /dz b 2c b
which yields the Riccati equation
b 2c
2u9 q cu q hu q A q Cexp z s 0. .  /2c b
This equation has the known Bessel function solution
2c d h
< < 4u s ¨ log Z y , 14 .2 d¨ 2cb
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where
1r2¨ s m exp czrb , m s b bC , .  .
15 .1r22 2 4Z s BJ ¨ q DJ ¨ , n s br2c h y 4cA , .  .  .n yn
 .  .  .so the TWP is given by 14 and 15 , and if n is integral, J ¨ isyn
 .replaced by Y ¨ .n
4. A GENERALIZED HARRY]DYM EQUATION
We consider the nonlinear equation
aU s U n , an n y 1 / 0, .  .x x xt
w x which generalizes the Harry]Dym equation 9 for which 2 a s 1, and
.2n s y1 . The TWP satisfies the equation
3y1 y2 1ynu- q 3 n y 1 u u9u0 q n y 1 n y 2 u u9 q asrn u u9 s 0. .  .  .  .  .
 . ny1For n q 1 / 0, multiplying the equation by 2n n q 1 u , and integrat-
ing, we obtain
2ny1 ny22n n q 1 u u0 q n y 1 u u9 q 2 as n q 1 u s nB, .  .  .  . 4
and, multiplying this equation by uny1u9 and integrating, we obtain
2ny1 nq1 nn n q 1 u u9 q 2 asu s A q Bu , .  .
 .which is the two-parameter family of trajectories in the u, u9 phase plane.
 .The family of wave profiles u z is then obtained by a quadrature; for the
 .Harry]Dym equation, u z is obtained in terms of elliptic functions.
For n s y1, we have
3y1 y2 2u- y 6u u9u0 q 6u u9 y asu u9 s 0, .
which we multiply by 2uy2 and integrate to obtain
2y2 y32u u0 y 4u u9 y 2 asu q B s 0. .
Multiplying by uy2 u9 and integrating we obtain
2y2 y1< <u u9 s 2 aslog u q Bu q A , .
 .giving the u, u9 phase-plane trajectories, and a quadrature yields the
 .wave profile u z .
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5. A GENERALIZED KdV EQUATION
The TWP for the generalized KdV equation
3U q U y m U y nU s 0, 16 .  .t x x x x x
where m, n are constants, satisfies the equation
32 2u- y K u9 y m u9 s 0, K s n q s, .
w x  .an equation from which Coffey 4 derives his equation 3.12 ,
ff - y 3 f 9 f 0 y K 2 ff 9 s 0, 17 .
 .and obtains a particular soliton solution for 16 . We obtain the general
 . y4solution of 17 by multiplying it by f , to get
fy3 f - y 3 fy4 f 9 f 0 y K 2 fy3 f 9 s 0,
and integrating, to obtain
K 2
y3 y2f f 0 q f s 1rB.
2
Multiplying by 4 f 3 f 9, we get
4Bf 9 f 0 s 4 f 3 f 9 y 2 BK 2 ff 9,
which by integration yields
2 4 2 22 B f 9 s f y BK f q A , .
and hence
1r2 y1r22 B H df q C s "z , . H
where
H s f 4 y BK 2 f 2 q A.
 2 4 .Depending on the values of A, B, and B K y 4 A , various forms for
the solution are obtained, involving circular, hyperbolic, or Jacobian ellip-
 .tic functions, and leading to different TWPs for 16 .
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6. A MODIFIED mKdV EQUATION
We consider the Calogero]Degasperis]Fokas modified mKdV equation
w x4
3U q U y a U y F U U s 0, .  .t x x x x x
 .where F U solves the equation
d3F dF
s 8a .3 dUdU
We take
F s b exp nU y c, n2 s 8a, bc / 0, .
so that the TWP satisfies
3u- y a u9 y b exp nu y c q s u9 s 0. 4 .  .
 .For s s c, we set r s exp nur2 , to get
3 3y1 y2 2r - y 3r r 9r 0 q r r 9 y br r 9 s 0. .
2
Multiplying by 2 ry2 , we get
3y2 y3 y3 y4 42 r r - y 4 r r 9r 0 y 2 r r 9r 0 q 3r r 9 y 2br9 s 0, .
which upon integration yields
2y2 y32 r r 0 y r r 9 y 2br s B. .
Multiplying by 6 rr 9, we get
3y1 y2 212 r r 9r 0 y 6 r r 9 s 12br r 9 q 6Brr9, .
which is integrated to give
2y1 3 26 r r 9 s 4br q 3Br q A , .
yielding
y1r2’z s " 6 P dr q C ,H
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where
P s 4br 4 q 3Br 3 q Ar ,
which gives the wave profile in inverse form; the integral has various
evaluations, depending on A and B.
7. A BRANCHING NETWORK MODEL
A one-dimensional branched network that grows in a single direction,
 .such as a strand of some filamentous fungi, is modeled by functions R x, t
 . w xand N x, t satisfying 5
R s ¨N y hR , N s y¨N q N a y bR , .t t x
 .  .  .where a, b, h, and ¨ are constants. TWPs for R x, t ' r z and N x, t '
 .n z satisfy the nonlinear system
sr 9 s hr y ¨n , s y ¨ n9 s n br y a . .  .
 .For the wave speed s given by as s 2h ¨ y s , we introduce an indepen-
dent variable t by means of
dr h
s n y r ,
dt ¨
and obtain
2 22h d r 2h dr h dr 2h
2exp t q q a y 2br q ar y br s 0, .  .2 2 5 /¨ ¨ dt a¨ dtdt a¨
which we integrate to obtain the Riccati equation
dr h 2h
2q ar y br s Cexp y t . .  /dt a¨ ¨
Making the substitutions
h w dZ b 1
w s exp y t , s r y , /¨ Z dw a 2
we obtain the Bessel equation
d2Z 1 dZ b¨ 1
q q C y Z s 0,2 2 5w dw ahdw 4w
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which has the general solutions
1r2b¨’w Z s Asin s w q Bcos s w , s s C , .  .  5ah
and
1r2b¨’w Z s Asinh n w q Bcosh n w , n s y C . .  .  5ah
 .These yield the trajectories in the r, n plane, in terms of w as a
parameter, given by
as C y tan s w C C 2 q 1 w2 .  .1 1
r s w , n s ,2b C tan s w q 1 . C sin s w q cos s w 4 .  .1 1
and
an C q tanh n w C 1 y C 2 w2 .  .2 2
r s w , n s .2b C tanh n w q 1 . C sinh n w q cosh n w 4 .  .2 2
 .By parametric integration of the expressions for r w and drrdz, we
 .obtain w s exp hzrs , so that st s y¨z, which gives the wave profiles
 .  .r z and n z .
8. A NAGUMO EQUATION
The Nagumo equation
U s cU q U U y a 1 y U , 0 - c, 0 - a - 1, .  .t x x
w xmodels the spread of genetic traits 3 , and the propogation of nerve pulses
w xin a nerve axon, neglecting recovery 6, 10 .
 .  .For a s 1r2, and setting ¨ z s u z y a, the TWPs satisfy the Duffing
equation
1
3c¨ 0 q s¨ 9 q ¨ y ¨ s 0.
4
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w xIn Section 4 of 1 , we indicated the method of solving this equation when
s is given by 8 s2 s 9c, in terms of a parameter r, which yields the solution
c r . 1r2 < <¨ s , z s A y 2 2c log c r , .  .
2 r
where
c r s Fy1r2dr q B , F s r 4 q 1, . H
in which the integral is expressible as a Legendre elliptic function of the
’first kind with modulus 1r 2 .
9. A THIRD-ORDER EQUATION OF FLUID MECHANICS
w xAn equation which occurs in problems of fluid mechanics 8 ,
2U q UU q bU q b UU q h U s gU , .  . 4t x t x x x x x x xx x
where b, h, and g are constants, leads to a first integral of the TWP
 .equation for u z , given by
12 2b u y s u0 q h u9 y gu9 q u y su s C. .  .
2
Setting
u s ¨ q s, p s ¨ 9,
we get the phase-plane equation
dp
2 2 22bp¨ s 2 gp y 2hp y ¨ q s q 2C , 18 .
d¨
w xFor C s 0, Ivanov and Slobodkina 8 gave a qualitative analysis of the
 .trajectories in the p, ¨ phase plane. For any C, we obtain some exact
 .solutions of 18 , e.g.,
 . 2 21 For 2b s yh, and g - 4bM, where M s 2C q s , the trajecto-
ries in terms of a parameter r are given by
g q Mpy1 cos nr q 2n sin nr s A exp ygrr2 , .  .  . .
and
1r22 2¨ s p g q 2n tan nr q M , 2n s 4bM y g . 4 .  .
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 2 41r2For real r s g y 4bM , we get
y1y1p exp r r y 1 q 4b g q r exp r r 4 .  .  .
1y1q 4b p y g s Aexp r y g r , .  . 52
and
y12¨ s p r q g q 2 r exp yr r y 1 q M . 4 .
For g 2 s 4bM, we obtain
Mrpy1 q gr y 2 s Aexp ygrr2 , .
and
2
2¨ s p g y q M . 5r
These solutions are obtained by a method similar to that given in
Section 2.
 . 3ii For 4b s y3h, 2 gh s 1, and 25h M s y2, we make the substi-
tutions
W s pj , ¨ s jy3r4
 .in 18 to obtain the equation
dW 1 1
y1r2s q Mj y j , 42dj 2hW2h
which is the phase-plane equation for a generalized Duffing equation and,
w xby the method indicated in Section 4 of 1 , leads to the algebraic
 .trajectories in the ¨ , p phase plane given by
3r22 4 3r2 2 4h q 3¨ P y 5h¨ P s A h q 2¨ P ,
where
y22
P s p y .2 55h
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